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Acheiropoieta by Marco Grassi – The New Criterion – December 2020 – This is a fine art oriented
article discussing artworks "not made by hands," which also mentions the Shroud.
Shroud of Turin: Interview With Expert of New Book Disputing Medieval Date Test by Myra
Adams – Townhall – December 5, 2020 – Here is an excerpt from the article which discusses Joe
Marino’s new book: “…the Shroud’s authenticity is controversial, mostly stemming from the infamous
1988 C-14 carbon dating test, which concluded that the cloth dated between 1260 and 1390 A.D. However,
since 1988 those test results have been repeatedly disputed and debunked by many scientific experts.
Among those experts is Joe Marino, a former Benedictine monk and Catholic priest who has studied and
written about the Shroud for 43 years…”
La Sindone fu Conservata A Qumran? (The Shroud was Preserved at Qumran?) (in Italian) by
Michele Salcito – Fenix – December 2020 – Since the original online article is behind a pay wall, the
author has graciously provided us with a copy of the article so you can read it without having to purchase
the entire issue.
La Sindone è testimonianza. Non chiedete alla scienza ciò che non può darvi (in Italian) by Giovanni
Giacchi – Day Italia News – November 28, 2020
The Shroud is testimony. Don't ask science what it can't give you (English translation courtesy Joe
Marino) – This article features an interview with Fr. Rafael Pascual, L.C., former Director of the Science
and Faith Institute at the Pontifical University Regina Apostolorum in Rome (where I teach my annual
post-graduate course on the Shroud in the Diploma in Sindonological Studies program, of which Fr.
Pascual is the Director).
An Image of Jesus (as) – Turin Shroud Experts Discuss the Impacts of the Shroud Exhibition on All
Walks of Life by Pam Moon and Brenda Benton – Review of Religions – November 21, 2020 – Two
noted UK Shroud scholars guest author an article in the respected, 120 year old publication of the
Ahmadiyya Muslim Community. Illustrated article includes six color photographs.
Sacra Sindone, Le Risposte Possibili Della Scienza Che Investiga (in Italian) by Redazione Nazionale
– Day Italia News – November 18, 2020
Holy Shroud, the Possible Answers of the Investigating Science (English translation courtesy Joe
Marino) – This is an article primarily written by Spanish Shroud scholar and forensic doctor Alfonso
Sánchez Hermosilla, who is also a member of the Centro Español di Sindonologia (CES).
Crucifixion Quake by Jefferson Williams – Stories from the Earth – March 21, 2020 – This link to
Jeff’s “Stories from the Earth” website features the trailer for the Crucifixion Quake film. Also included
are links to the full film online, although most are behind a pay wall. Here is the brief online description:
“A geologist goes on a 20 year quest to determine if the physical events reported on the day of the
Crucifixion happened as narrated.”
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On the Bias of Shroud-Skeptics by John Smith – November 12, 2017 – This article was originally
published on the author’s shroudphysics.com website, which no longer exists. This link is to the internet
archive website Wayback Machine, which also includes links to many other articles by the author that
originally appeared on his site. See the Projects column on the left side of the page. Other Shroud related
titles include On the Physics of the Shroud of Turin 2.3.5 and On the Failure to Replicate the Shroud
of Turin 1.0.9.
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